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“A  35-year Journey of Success”
dear readers, participants and businessmen,

Welcome to the special edition of the “Members’ Activities newsletter”� this edition coincides with the 
4th Arab-Hellenic Economic Forum and the 35th Anniversary of the establishment of the Arab Hellenic 
chamber of commerce and development� in this edition, we are featuring four success stories of 
family companies as told by two Arab businessmen living in europe and two Greek businessmen 
living in egypt� From the interviews that we conducted with them one senses that their Fathers, “the 
Founders”, had been advanced in their thoughts, vision and determination for their time and that they 
were guided in their lives by strong family values and commitments� their journeys were certainly 
not easy rides� suffice it to say that they operated in environments full of hardship and challenges� 
However, they remained determined, they were never discouraged and persisted in following their 
dreams� the stories of these family companies that were admired in the past, and are still admired in 
the present, are formulas for success to be followed by young entrepreneurs�

Many businessmen have, in one way or another, been part of the 35 year journey of the Arab-Hellenic 
chamber� to all of those we say that we are inundated with a sense of pride and inspiration� the chamber 
has always adhered to the goals of its mission and continues to fulfill its objective in enhancing the Arab 
Greek relations and, in this case, deeds are indeed, louder than words� We consider the achievements 
of the chamber as another success story, even though it is an ongoing process which strives to improve 
the communication with and services to all its members� We continue to be supportive of our members 
and to be of added value to their businesses and to all the business communities in Greece and the Arab 
world at large� our actions, efforts and methods of getting closer to all our members have been very 
receptive, appreciated and welcome by our members and non members alike�

At the 4th Arab-Hellenic economic Forum, we have carefully selected three main themes that virtually 
cover a wide range of business sectors which are of interest to companies in Greece and the Arab 
world. The keynote speakers who will present these sectors are all distinguished in their fields, both 
in Greece and the Arab countries� in addition, we have allocated major part of the Forum’s activities 
for direct b2b meetings for Arab businessmen and their Greek counterparts in all business fields� 
eventually, there will be something of interest to all those who will take an active role in this event�

We are indebted for the auspices and kind support of this Forum, to the Greek Ministry of economy, 
infrastructure, Maritime and tourism, the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the league of Arab states 
and the General union of chambers of commerce, industry and Agriculture for Arab countries�

the realization of all our events and activities is only possible with the support of many of our members, 
whom we are proudly associated with� this Forum is no exception� At the top of the list is “Jordan 
chamber of commerce”, our partner and main sponsor of this event, to whom we are deeply grateful 
and proud to be associated with� our appreciation and gratitude are extended to all those who came 
forward to sponsor this event�

on this occasion, we, at the Arab-Hellenic chamber of commerce and development, would like to 
re-affirm our commitment to providing the best of services and our determination to continue our role 
as pillars in enhancing and advancing the Arab-Greek relations in all business sectors�

 Harris Geronikolas  Rashad Mabger 
 President  Secretary General
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CALL  FOR  
PARTICIPATION

ENGINEERING, 
CONSTRUCTION 

AND 
BUILDING MATERIALS 

DIRECTORY

by the 
Arab-Hellenic Chamber 

of Commerce 
and Development

Including….
All sectors and subsectors of the related fields

Distributed to….
All Chambers of Commerce and Industry and  

the private sector in the Arab world

From the Atlantic Ocean to the Arabian Gulf, 
the Arab world is witnessing a booming in its 

construction industry and the on-going projects are 
in growing demand of building materials.
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Type of business sectors to be included 
in the forthcoming Directory:

Engineering
• Civil (Structural and Architectural) Engineering
• Electrical, Instrumentation and Telecommunication engineering
• HVAC and Mechanical Engineering

Construction/Building Materials, Equipment and tools
• Abrasives
• Awning Mechanisms
• Blinds & Screens
• Building Architectural Finishes
• Concrete & Cement Products 
• Construction Equipment & Tools
• Fencing
• Fire & Acid Resistant Products
• Fireplaces & Ovens
• Glass chips, panes & Mirrors
•  Heating Systems (Boilers, Burners, Heating equipment 

and water circulators) 
• Irons Materials
• Piping
• Plumbing Fixtures, Sanitary & Bathroom accessories
• Pre-fabricated Buildings
• Putty
• Scaffolds
• Staircases

Announcement coming soon!
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The history of CCC, fascinating by all criteria, encompasses a 
period of over six decades. Could you, please, shed some light on 
the path of the Founding Fathers, their vision, determination and 
the challenges they faced during their long journey to success?
The rise of CCC from humble roots to become one of the leading 
contracting companies worldwide is a unique experience. CCC 
managed through educated, dedicated and entrepreneurial 
management to ride the waves of change and reap the laborious 
fruits of success. When the founders started, skilled workers were 
in short supply, engineers were not familiar with methodologies 
and processes required to reach a good level of service, local 
business environment that was old fashioned and embryonic, 
and governments with no experience in development of projects, 
were the main challenges faced in the earlier years. The founding 
fathers, who were pioneering engineers in the region, were 
from entrepreneurial families that understood that business 
is associated with taking risks. They were not deterred by the 
emerging and uncertain environment of the Middle East at the 
time, and were ready and willing to take risk and hardship in their 
stride. Taking risks, using hands-on-management and leadership 
by example, combined with a caring family culture attitude were 
the main drivers of success. Mistakes by staff were almost always 
considered beneficial as a learning part of the process. Immersion 
into the countries where CCC operated, using local workers, 

In this series of interviews, we have selected as 
“Success Stories of Arab Faces in Europe” two business 
models in two different European countries, Greece and 
Austria. Both models represent an interesting journey 
to success. CCC in Greece and Vimpex in Austria have 
established exemplary relations with the host countries, 
contributing positively to their societies and gaining the 
respect and status they deserve. 

CCC founders, Late Hassib Sabbagh and Late Said 
Khoury, have left a legacy for entrepreneurs and the 
new generation of leaders all over the world. The values 
engraved in today’s CCC Management are the Company’s 
greatest assets in moving forward. Mr. Tawfic Said 
Khoury has served in various hierarchy levels and posts 
in CCC, ranging from executive to positions of authority, 
so today, with the accumulated wealth of experience, he 
is on the steering wheel as the Executive Vice Chairman 
of his family’s business. It is our honour to host him in 
this edition of our Members’ Activities Newsletter.

CCC Founding Fathers, Late Said Khoury and Late Hassib Sabbagh

Mr. Tawfic Said Khoury, Executive Vice Chairman CCC
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contractors, and materials provided CCC with the highest level of 
acceptance in these countries. This with good performance over 
many years developed into trust and an excellent reputation for 
honesty, performance, and social responsibility. CCC saw through 
the difficult situations of market collapses, unrest, and wars in 
the M. East region. When many international firms flee the region, 
CCC stands with the communities and suffers the same fate but 
survives due to its geographic diversity and measured prudent 
business practices. CCC has lost a great deal of money on many 
such occasions, but such losses have always been seen as an 
investment (reputational) in the distressed areas that pays off when 
the situation turns (and it always does). 
Mr. Sabbagh’s and Mr. Khoury’s entrepreneurial talents were 
supported by three simultaneous vital factors. First, a strong familial, 
educational and communal background based on ethical principles 
of hard work, cooperation and compassion. Second, both intelligently 
identified the emerging economic opportunities in the region and 
beyond and promptly seized them. The history of the rise of CCC to its 
prime position in the construction industry reflects the development 
process of the Middle East space over time. Third, through their 
strong will, both of our founders used their loss of homeland that 
reduced them to penniless refugees as a motivation to succeed 
rather than to succumb to the weight of their catastrophe. To attain 
their vision of establishing a successful construction company 

and their entrepreneurial acumen as risk takers, they judiciously 
recruited well educated and efficient young engineers.

One of CCC’s engraved traditions is its philosophy towards building 
a heritage with the team work, reciprocating loyalty and devotion. 
Could you, please, tell us how this principle has evolved over the 
years and how it earned appreciation and is considered now one of 
the pillars of your corporate culture?
From the start, CCC founders were driven to succeed in order to 
improve their family’s situations after having to leave their Palestinian 
homeland with nothing. Their intention was not to rely on anyone to 
help them but to take it upon themselves to strive for a dignified life, 
for their families. The spirit of sacrifice, generosity, kindness, charity, 
support for the weak, and forgiving mistakes prevailed. These are 
normal family traits, but due to the circumstances at the time, grew 
much stronger and became, with the entrepreneurial managerial 
capabilities, the foundation of the team work spirit that dominated 
CCC from the time it was founded to the current CCC business culture. 
There is no doubt that a strong culture based on the family values 
mentioned above is the reason that CCC also has a strong loyalty 
culture. When the founders are willing to sacrifice for their staff by the 
running the business at a loss, as was the case in times of financial 
distress (several times during the life time of CCC), the employees 
appreciated this by reciprocating such loyalty. The personal touch, 

Both of our Founders led  CCC 
by example. They acted with four distinctive traits: 

Wisdom, Reason, Virtue and Justice.

Mr. Tawfic Said Khoury delivering his speech during the event “Business Council Greece-Lebanon Meeting”, on the occasion of the visit of H.E. the 
President of Lebanon, General Michel Sleiman. Seen in the photo H.E. the President of the Hellenic Republic, Mr. Karolos Papoulias, December 2012
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open doors policy, and the support responses to employees when in 
distress have always been the trademark of CCC. 
Both of our Founders led CCC by example. They acted with four 
distinctive traits: Wisdom, Reason, Virtue and Justice. To them, 
Wisdom includes knowledge, honestly and conscience. Reason 
encompasses tolerance, patience and gravity. Virtue takes in 
generosity, modesty, humility, compassion, consistency and dignity. 
Justice incorporates candour, benevolence, self-control, dependability 
and good temperament. All of these traits together played a crucial 
role in the reciprocal relationship between the founders and all those 
who were associated with them, weather individual employees, their 
families, their friends and their business associates. Leadership 
by compassion was a novel concept in the modern business 
environment, not taught at universities but at home. Though CCC 
is known to the world as a construction company, to us and all its 
employees it is rightfully known as the Family of CCC.

We all know of your Late Father’s (Said Khoury) rich human legacy 
and superb style of leadership that led CCC, side by side with your 
Late Uncle Hassib Sabbagh, to become one of the world leaders in 
the construction sector. You now hold, along with your brothers, 
the steering wheel of CCC. Tell us, please, of your vision, direction, 
plans and future strategy in relation to maintaining the unique 
world status of CCC as a leader in its field.
I must start by stating the obvious. Our fathers, the founders strategy 
and management style have clearly been successful and resilient over 
several decades, and as such is a model for all of us, the children, to 
be guided by.  We intend to follow and to continue on their footsteps. 
Clearly CCC has grown in size, diversity, and geographic spread to 
require professional management practices and performance 
measurements to enable us to maintain momentum and not take 
unnecessary risk.  Our fathers were never deterred from taking risks 
and counted on our staff loyalty to ensure that risks are kept within 
reasonable limits. Our strategy for the future will therefore continue to 
be based on 1) growth, 2) profitability, 3) sustainability by a) continuing 
our geographic expansion, b) continuing to expand our services 
offerings into related sectors, c) expanding our investment activities 

related infrastructure projects, oil and gas exploration d) providing 
the highest quality service possible, e) maintaining CCC reputation 
with all of our partners as the contractor of choice, f) maintaining 
and strengthening the internal loyalty structure by maintaining the 
CCC Family culture, g) continuing to provide our staff and employees 
with the most favorable employment conditions, h) being a leader 
in applying the latest technology to improve the efficiency of our 
operations/businesses, and last but not least i) continuing and 
expanding our social responsibility activities.

The projects of CCC are speared all over the globe, and its 
cooperate social responsibility was in various ways and means 
representing another shinning aspect of its path. Will you embrace 
the same policy of expanding this role and of carrying on the sense 
of sharing with host countries?
Your question is very interesting. Let me confirm to you that way 
before the concept of CRS was institutionalized worldwide a few 
years ago, CCC has been heavily involved in this function. The actions 
of CCC in this field were merely a manifestation of the intrinsic cultural 
traits of generosity and hospitality. The added value of its operations 
is not only in building physical structures, but also in building human 
bridges with the host communities. It has been our modus operandi 
to select projects in countries where we plan to stay way beyond 
their delivery, and our motive in becoming part and parcel of their 
economic development. Consequently our social responsibility is 
expressed in our philanthropic investment in the health, education, 
employment in addition to many other civic activities. CCC built in 
various countries vocational centers and training schools, workshops, 
clinics, children facilities; and the list goes on. For us our Corporate 
Social Responsibility is not a hit and run situation but a genuine and 
continuous flow of good deeds

The existence of CCC in Greece since 1976 has led to Arab 
investments in this country. Many of these investments continue 
to contribute to job creation and growth in many sectors in Greece. 
Your Late Father was a driving force for this expansion, a role 
stemming from his appreciation for this country and its people. 
You, yourself, showed in many occasions your positive stand in 
this regard. How do you see this role develop?
As mentioned regarding the host communities but with deeper 
intensity, the relation of CCC with Greece and its people is special. As 
you know we coordinate our international operations from Athens. 
Our operations stretch from Australia to China and include the USA, 
Africa, Europe, Middle East as well as the Far East, not only in the 
construction activities but also in deeper procurement of goods and 
service. Greece therefore plays a pivotal role of coordination in our 
operations. Over the years our coordination office in Athens grew 
to about 700 people. Approximately more than 50% are of Greek 
nationality or Greeks carrying other nationalities, not including 
Greeks employed abroad. Also it employs a considerable number of 
experts from the EU. Consequently, you can imagine the beneficial 
mutual relationship with Greece. As for the Arab investment function, 
we do not have accurate dollar values. I am sure Arab investors are 
still interested in business opportunities in Greece as has been the 

Mr. Tawfic Said Khoury with H.E. Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan,  
Minister of Culture, Youth, and Social Development of the United Arab Emirates
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case since time in memorial. They see CCC success while in Greece 
as an encouraging factor, and often consult with our management 
on opportunities in Greece. However, there are certain obstacles 
that should be eradicated particularly those who are related to the 
mobility of people from the Middle East to Greece, the relaxation of 
which could increase the dollar value and the quality of investments 
here in the country.  

CCC, throughout its existence in Greece, has positively affected 
and greatly contributed towards maintaining the excellent Arab-
Greek relations. How do you see this role and contribution under 
the new leadership of CCC?
As has been the case since our establishment as a coordinating 
office in Athens, our relationship with all echelons and strata of the 
Greek society has been simply impeccable. I think this is due to the 
similarity of our cultural traits and historic cross cultural activities. 
It is imperative to understand that the Hellenic civilization was a 
dominant factor in the maturation of the Arab civilization at least since 
Alexander the great. The new leadership of CCC is still the outcome of 
this historic interaction during peace as well turbulent times. 

The Arab Hellenic Chamber has, since its establishment, played an 
important role in enhancing the commercial and investment ties 
between the Arabs and the Greeks. Our role has been a major factor 
in assisting small and medium size enterprises from both sides, to 
do business and create new partnerships. This wouldn’t be possible 
without the support of our members and for which we are proud. 
CCC, as one of our members, has always been in the forefront of 
these endeavors, and never seized to provide its support. How do 
you envisage the CCC in this role for future activities?
CCC played a decisive role to the birth, growth and maturity of the 
Chamber. We believe that with the right and dedicated leadership, the 
Chamber can achieve its objectives. We are sure that the Chamber 
can play the role of a double carriage highway between the Greek and 
the various Arab business communities. Through its mandate, the 
Chamber as represented by its members can successfully contribute 
to the profitable mobility of resources between Greece and all the 
Arab countries despite the current obstacles. I can assure you CCC will 
continue to deliver its support to the Chamber in fulfilling its mission. 

In view of the economic crisis and difficulties faced mainly by 
medium and small-sized Greek businesses, do you see a possibility 
of these businesses’ participation in competitive procurement 
exercises for your projects spread worldwide? Would you consider 
a preferential status for those businesses in this regard?
Economic crisis is a periodic phenomenon that hits all the countries 
at various times regardless of the causes. Greece is not an exception. 
I believe that with hard work and innovative methods of operations, 
medium and small-sized Greek businesses can turn the prevailing 
challenges into profitable opportunities. CCC tries to mobilize Greek 
resources whenever possible as advisors, consultants, subcontractors, 
vendors…etc on CCC projects worldwide. Unfortunately, on many 
occasions, we fail to successfully do so by virtue of financial limitations 
of the Greek companies, especially since the financial crises in 2008.  

However adequate reforms in bureaucracy, as well as in restrictive 
administrative regulations and inefficient banking operations can play 
a vital role in favor all business activities.  

Mr. Khoury, what guidance and advice would you give to young 
entrepreneurs, both Arabs and Greeks, in order to enhance their 
chances for a bright future in the business world?
I can summarize my answer all in one sentence: “Experience is 
measured by how many times you fail against challenges but stand 
up to overcome them”. To explain the above statement, in order to 
succeed in business, one must understand the relationship between 
success in business and risk.  So, the first basic personal character 
requirement is the ability to see and appreciate the risks, the benefit 
related to success and embrace failure as a step in the direction of 
eventual success. This, I believe, is the character trait that all successful 
businessmen must have (or develop). We all operate in a world full of 
others wanting and needing to do similar activities in order to succeed. 
This is competition, and it is this fact that propels people to provide 
better, cheaper, or unique offerings in the market place.

     Experience is 
measured by how many 
times you fail against 
challenges but stand up 
to overcome them

Mr. Tawfic Said Khoury during an award ceremony of horse races in UAE
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Nabil R. Kuzbari represents a successful model of a businessman with 
wonderful human characteristics. Few can delicately balance, as he 
does, between business affairs, family life, philanthropy and friends. It 
is our pleasure to host, in this Edition, the President and Chief Executive 
Officer of Vimpex Handelsgesellschaft m. b. H. and the Vice President of 
the Austro-Arab Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Nabil R. Kuzbari.

Mr. Kuzbari, it’s somehow not an easy task conducting an interview 
with you, considering your business diversification and your long 
list of achievements. One contemplates as to where to start.  Best 
is to leave it to you to tell us of your long journey to success.
I am a native Syrian, born and raised in Damascus. After completing 
secondary school in Damascus, I continued to study at the Technical 
University of West Berlin, where I graduated with a degree of 
Engineering in Metallurgy. Unfortunately, my father passed away 
soon thereafter, and I had to return to Damascus to carry on the 
family paper business.
My father was second generation paper trader, I am the third 
generation, and my two sons who work with me are the fourth 
generation.
My father was also the first person to publish a daily newspaper in 
Damascus, called “Al Jazeera”, and produced the first cinema film 
“Under the Sky of Damascus”.

Why have you chosen Austria as a base for your business and 
country of residence? What, in return, has Austria offered you 
throughout all these years?
In the sixties, when the problems started and a wave of nationalization 
of private companies swept over Syria, I left to settle in Lebanon. In 
1964, “Limpex Beirut” was established and thereafter, all affiliated  
companies across the MENA region:, Misrimpex Egypt, Simpex Saudi 
Arabia with its 3 branches in Jeddah, Riyadh and Dammam, Gimpex 
in Dubai, Limpex Libya, Kimpex in Kuwait and the ‘native’ company, 
K-Group in Syria.
In 1974, I established Vimpex Vienna to support our Group, as the 
situation in Lebanon was becoming increasingly volatile. We chose 
Vienna, as it was a neutral country which was up-and-coming 
economically, stable politically, and welcoming to Arabs at the time. 
Vimpex Vienna has now become the headquarters of our paper and 
board trading business, spanning 16 countries including North and 
South America, China, Germany and the MENA region.
 
Do you think that Arab businessmen have sufficiently done their 
share towards ameliorating the living standards and easing the 
suffering of the disadvantaged in the Arab World? In other words, 
have they given back to their societies in our countries?

Mr. Nabil R. Kuzbari

      You have to 
have goals and 
follow up, be exact, 
and go forward 
with a mindset of 
persistence and 
determination



Mr. Nabil R. Kuzbari with HRH Prince Turki Al Faisal at Davos
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I cannot speak for all, but I am sure most of them did and 
are still doing a lot for their countries. Now, due to the 
very unstable situation, they must do all in their might 
for rebuilding and reconstructing their countries and 
economies.
If you look at Germany after World War II, 85% of the 
country was completely destroyed. With the support of 
the U.S. Marshall plan, providing financial support, the 
Germans rebuilt their country with their hard work – hands 
on. Most of these Germans never obtained a university 
degree – they went to vocational training schools. We have 
a complex in the Arab world, whereby we want our sons 
and daughters to become doctors, engineers, lawyers 
and obtain liberal arts degrees in language, for example. 
As a result, there is a high level of unemployed youth, all 
with university degrees, overqualified for available jobs, 
and unqualified for jobs for which there is an actual dire 
demand. Therefore we need businessmen to guide these 
young people, to shape their strategy for the future, which 
will in turn help their home countries to develop instead 
of stagnate.
What I emphasize all the time is the inherent duty 
and responsibility of businessmen to help in training, 
education, and indirect job creation within their countries.

How do you manage your daily schedule, taking into 
account your responsibilities and public engagements?
I start by drawing up a priority list every day (my “Things 
To Do” list), which I go through each day, religiously. 
Although, I do not like to talk about myself, I can quote a 
Finnish journalist who interviewed me in my capacity of a 

long term partner of the Finnish paper and board industry, 
and described me as “working 40 hours a day”. It might be 
almost true.

You are the third generation of a family business. How 
do you envision its continuity and growth and what are 
your plans for the future?
My younger brother Samir, whom I virtually raised upon 
the untimely passing away of our father, and I, are the 
third generation of the Kuzbari family paper business, My 
sons Oussama and Louai, who completed their MBAs in 
Vienna and are now in the company management, are the 
fourth generation.

Adversity carries the seed of success, as they say, in 
almost all walks of life. Tell us of any difficult experience 
or situation you faced in the past and how you managed 
to turn it in your favor? What would be your advice to 
the young businessmen in the Arab world who may 
face any kind of adversity in their careers?
I wouldn’t call it adversity; rather, I see that my life has 
been marked by challenges – just like most people - 
and to date, I have risen to face each challenge. The only 
advice I can give young businessmen in the Arab World 
is this: you can never be too prepared, for a career in 
business, particularly in the Arab World. It is fraught 
with unforeseen challenges. Whether due to political 
situations, economic situations, wars, or simply the 
bureaucracy which envelops a lot of business laws, you 
need to know for a fact that you will face challenges. With 
enough experience, business acumen and wisdom, along 

Mr. Louai N. Kuzbari, Mr. Nabil R. Kuzbari, Mr. Mouddar Khouja, SG AACC
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with strong alliances forged with your partners, you will 
be able to overcome those challenges.
Personally, the biggest challenge to date was to take 
care of my family after the passing away of my father. 
Luckily by that time, the German precision, exactness, 
punctuality, the practice to follow through and positive 
strategic thinking, had been thoroughly ingrained in my 
personality.  
My advice would be: you have to have goals and 
follow up, be exact, and go forward with a mindset of 
persistence and determination.

Your business is spread over four continents. How 
challenging is it to manage this vast “business 
empire”?
I am lucky to be surrounded by good colleagues; I call 
them all colleagues, whether it is my CEO or CFO, or the 

person who carries my bags, for I truly believe that each 
and every job is important, and I have to give thanks to a 
job well done. At the forefront of my colleagues are my 
sons, Oussama and Louai, who are managing the daily 
business globally. Add to that fact that my top managers 
have been working with me for almost over 25 years, 
and although they may have reached retirement age, I 
still need them to pass on their knowledge and wisdom 
to the new generation, that of the “electronic age”.

We are all aware of your positive role in supporting 
the Austro-Arab Chamber of Commerce, as the 
founder. How do you see the future of the Joint Arab- 
European Chambers and what is required to enhance 
their status and role?
This is a very good question. When I founded the 
Austro-Arab Chamber of Commerce 26 years ago, I had 

From left: Senator Dr. Richard Schenz, President of Austro-Arab 
Chamber of Commerce, H.E. Adnan Kassar, President General 
Union of Chambers of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture in 
Arab Countries, H.E. Dr. Heinz Fischer, President of the Federal 
Republic of Austria, Mr. Nabil R. Kuzbari, President and CEO, 
Vimpex HandelsgmbH and VP AACC, Mr. Mohamed Kamal El-Din 
Barakat, Chairman UAB and Mr. Mouddar Khouja, SG AACC

My hobby is 
business, and the crown 

of business is success, 
and it is the 

success which I enjoy. 
I enjoy giving more 

than receiving.  
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the support and ideas of President Adnan Kassar, as 
well as the late Secretary General of the General Union 
of Chambers of Commerce, Agriculture and Industry in 
Arab Countries (GUACCI), Mr. Burhan Dajani, who put 
his full support behind its founding.
As we are now under the umbrella of the GUACCI, 
as well as the League of Arab States, we have to be 
a capable vehicle to serve as a bridge between the 
Eastern and Western worlds, especially where we are 
strongest, in Europe and the Middle East. Some joint 
Arab-Foreign Chambers of Commerce succeeded in 
issuing certificates of origin to exporters, while others 
host important forums on an international level, e.g. in 
business, energy, training, culture and healthcare, with 
subjects which are of mutual interest and benefit to both 
the host country, and the home country. They are the 
minarets of our Arab world within their host countries.
Generally speaking, the joint Foreign–Arab Chambers 
of Commerce enjoy a good standing within their host 
countries and with the council of Arab Ambassadors, 
due to their hard work and professionalism, their 
Executive Committees and Presidents, who usually are 
nationals of these host countries. We should continue 
to strive for an excellent relationship with all members, 
businesses and the governments of our host countries. 
We are strong, as each chamber represents 22 Arab 
countries, providing the members with important 
information about business opportunities, tenders, 
exhibitions, legislative changes, allowing them valuable 
insights which they would not be able to get elsewhere.
In my opinion, we should be guided by the following:
a)  We should be the go-to source for direct foreign 

investors, who need our guidance and assistance 
in the Arab countries, whether it is to start micro-
lending companies to the most needy, to educational 
institutions seeking to expand or export their 
knowledge to Arab students.

b)  We need to work together, in synergy, becoming 
an influential force with both Arab and European 
governments as a sort of lobby group, with the aim 
of the greatest good of both nations.

c)  Synergy effect: Work together, both Arab and 
European governments in:

 i.  Sources of financing of small and medium 
enterprises in Arab countries

 ii.  Helping attract projects which will create job 
opportunities and reduce unemployment (and all 
its associated socio-economic problems)

 iii.  Marketing the reconstruction and rebuilding 
process in the war-torn countries and offering 
maximum help to the returning refugees.

How do you summon the energy to deal with all your 
business affairs and still enjoy quality time with your 
family and friends?
This is a very difficult question, how I divide my time. 
Family is very important to me, and I try to manage 
a good work-life balance in one way or other. Some 
journalists and friends have asked me in the past what 
my hobbies are; my hobby is business, and the crown of 
business is success, and it is the success which I enjoy. 
I enjoy giving more than receiving.
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During the 40’s and 50’s of last century, the Greek community in Egypt exceeded 
half a million people. Those Greeks have made a positive contribution to the 
Egyptian society and are now part of the Egyptian history. There are many 
examples of Greek success stories in Egypt, an indication of cooperation and 
harmony between the immigrants and their host country. The Arab-Hellenic 
Chamber of Commerce and Development is pleased to host, here, interviews 
with representatives of two family businesses in Egypt, with the aim of 
demonstrating successful business models for today’s Greeks in the Arab world. 

Below is the first interview with Mr. Christos Cavallis, CEO of “Flora – Pyramids 
Paper Mills S.A.E”, one of the biggest in paper industries in Egypt. The company, 
established in 1983 by Mr. Panos Zeritis, is a pioneer in its approach and 
deserves the title of one of the highest-ranking companies in the field of tissue 
Paper Mills in Egypt. 
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Mr. Cavallis, it is nice having you in our Special Edition of the Members’ Activities 
Newsletter. We are proud to host “Flora - Pyramids Paper Mills S.A.E”. In a 
relatively short time in Egypt, as a Greek company, you have grown to be a 
market leader in your line of business. Can you give us a brief history of your 
successful journey?
Since 1987 Panos Zeritis – a well-known Greek Chemical Engineer and international 
tissue consultant, was invited to participate in the first tissue paper mill in Egypt, as 
partner and know how bearer. He then started “Flora - Pyramids Paper Mills S.A.E” 
in the new (that time) 6th October city of Cairo, Egypt, in collaboration with Dr Lucien 
Toutounji and MIDB bank as local partners. The project was green field having a 
starting capacity of 8000 tons per year. The market that time in Egypt was 4000 tons 
per year; consequently the project was as well export oriented. This was the start of 
the Egyptian tissue production journey that nowadays is becoming one of the major 
players in capacity for the entire MENA region. 
Since then we ranked always between the two top tissue Paper Mills in Egypt and 
our main activity is purely Consumer Tissue Products, without other derivatives 
(Diapers or Sanitary pads).

Mr. Panos Zeritis, the founder of the company, established his business in 1983. 
Why did he not do it earlier? What triggered him into this decision?
Zeritis family had tight relations with many Greek Egyptians that returned to 
Greece early in the sixties, while the presence in Egypt stared from Panos Zeritis 
who established the company in 1983. Earlier Panos Zeritis as a Paper Industry 
Consultant worked in the area (Lebanon , Kuwait , Iran , South Africa, Nigeria) due 
to his wide experience in consultancy in Italy, Yugoslavia and many other European 
countries,  forming  a group of specialized consulting organization in the field of 
integrated operations for Household Paper Products (Tissue) and Corrugated 
Cartons.

Is there any plan for expansion of your business to any other Arab country, like 
Sudan, considering the proximity to Egypt and the importance of its market, as 
well as the other African neighboring countries? 
Yes of course, we are always exploring different opportunities from sales expansion 
horizontally and vertically, Africa and MENA countries are on our main radar.

Mr. Christos Cavallis, 
CEO of Flora - Pyramids 

Paper Mills S.A.E

Mr. Panos Zeritis, Founder 
and Chairman of Flora - 

Pyramids Paper Mills S.A.E

Factory View
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How do you cope with the lack of forest/wood in Egypt in 
order to secure your raw material sources? 
In Flora we are very committed and conscious about the 
environment and the overall energy, water & pollution 
in Egypt, Going Green and Saving Green is part of our 
industrial mission and culture. We follow six steps process 
to reduce carbon footprint and save energy (energy audits, 
review machinery design, raw material, lighting, control 
heating/cooling costs, and continuous monitoring). We 
have both grades of virgin and recycled fibers, importing 
the first (pulp) and using local sources for the second. 
Depending on the market trends we reach some time in 
using 60% of our needs from recycled fibers, limiting the 
virgin to the minimum possible, while keeping a clear 
distinction in our products, for what is virgin and what is 
recycled.
Obviously with this intense culture of environmental 
sensibility, when we buy pulp we always do this from 
sources of international certified forestry.

The philosophy of your company is based on satisfying 
the clientele and taking care of your personnel. Could 
you give us your impressions or appraisal of the 
performance of the Egyptian skilled workers?
We are offering our employees a climate of responsibility, 
appreciation and respect, enabling everyone to develop 
to their full potential. We treat each other in the way we 
want to be treated. We all act like owners, treating the 
Company’s assets as our own and behaving with the 
Company long-term success in mind, with no arrogance 
or discrimination. In terms of qualifying the skills, we have 
to point out that there is a big gap between the technical 
education and the industry requirements in Egypt. There 
are many things to be done in this field, which will boost 

    In Flora 
we are very committed 
and conscious about 
the environment and 
the overall energy, 
water & pollution 
in Egypt, Going 
Green and Saving 
Green is part of our 
industrial mission 
and culture.



the country’s industrial potential, because of the existing 
very young population. This is solved by internal training 
currently. Unfortunately sometimes you lose skilled staff 
because of attractive offers from neighbor’s counties.  

Given the fact that you are a market-leader, how did you 
manage to reach this status? How did you overcome the 
competition? Is it the price? The quality of products? What 
is your recipe for success?
Honesty and Integrity are the foundations from which we 
operate. We take our responsibilities seriously, and always 
strive to do the right thing for the benefit of our customers 
our people, our shareholders, and the communities in which 
we live and work to prosper. There is no magic formula! Work, 
modernize and act in the proper time, is part of our moto. 

As a Greek investment in Egypt, what is the impact of 
your business in Greece itself and how do you interact 
with other Greek companies operating in Egypt? 
We are always committed to have positive impact on our 
business in Greece; it’s a kind of mutual interest between 
both companies for the paper industry growth at Egypt and 
Greece. Yes for sure, and we frequently interact with the 
other Greek companies operating in Egypt through round 
tables, the Greek Egyptian Business council, focusing on 
current and future business market strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats.

Being the President of the Greek community in Cairo, 
please tell us about the community’s objectives, activities 
and interaction with the Egyptian cultural and social life?
I consider myself very lucky! Normally when you are born 
somewhere this is your country, in my case I have TWO 
countries, that I love them both and I miss them both as well. 
This is the feeling of all Greek Egyptians that are spread over 
the world. Almost 200,000 people share this feeling from the 
north to the south and from East to the West. Having this in 
mind the Greek community in Cairo works on keeping the 
Greek language the cultural traditions operating our schools 
and clubs, we support financially almost 100 Greek families 
that are leaving in Egypt, we are offering as well through our 
non-profitable nature, health services in Egypt via the 103 
years old Greek Hospital in Abassia, we care about the old 
generation keeping our elderly house inside the Hospital, and 
in general having a small Greece in the heart of Cairo. From 
the other side we work and support our sister organization 
in Athens for the Greek Egyptians that returned to Greece 
and they want to keep the smell of our second home land, 
keeping a small Egypt in the heart of Athens.   

There is no 
magic formula! 

Work, modernize 
and act in the 

proper time, is part 
of our moto. 
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Another Greek business model comes from Mr. John Papadopoulo, 
Owner & Managing Director of Technicia Middle East Company. 
This family company was established in 1957 and since then, it 
has developed and increased its market share and diversified its 
products. The journey of Papadopoulos’ family is one of vision, 
determination and overcoming challenges and, along with “Flora 
– Pyramids Paper Mills S.A.E”, it stands as a model for Greek 
businessmen in the Arab world.

Mr. Papadopoulo, your company is obviously one of the oldest 
Greek companies and pioneers in the line of its products in the 
Egyptian market. We’d like you to give us a brief history of this long 
journey till today. 
Technicia Middle East Company was founded by my late father, 
Nicholas John Papadopoulo, in 1957. As one of the first Houses of 
Agencies in the country, its main purpose was to represent respected 
foreign principals in the Egyptian market in different fields of industry, 
serving as a liaison between the companies abroad and the local 
buyers.
Although still a tough task to this day, it was significantly more 
complicated in the late 50’s and 60’s due to high levels of bureaucracy 
and public sector intervention. As a kid, I heard countless stories from 
my father about problems encountered and situations faced. It was 
frustrating to see how little control one had over the final outcome. 
However, I saw my father consistently persevere despite the 
numerous setbacks and difficulties - thanks to his exemplary work 
ethic - as he was not one to easily give up. He continued contacting 
multiple companies all over Europe, Brazil, and the United States in 
the fields of offset printing and papermaking. He was finally able to 
convince them to entrust their agency to Technicia by providing them 
with valuable market information.
In the early 1970’s, after years of hard work, dedication, and very 
little reward, my father finally started reaping the fruits of his labor. 
President Anwar El Sadat had come into power and “opened the door” 
to private investment in Egypt. The whole country took off and new 
industrial cities were developed. Within 5 years, Egypt went from 
being a country with a limited industry to being one where investors, 
both Egyptian and foreign, were competing to establish themselves in 
this fast emerging market. 
In the meantime, my father had managed to obtain the Egyptian 
nationality, which came in handy when a new law was imposed 
demanding that all owners of Houses of Agencies be Egyptians.  
Technicia continued to establish itself as a reputable enterprise 
in its field. I can still recall my father’s pride when Technicia was 
acknowledged as one of the top 5 Houses of Agencies in Egypt in 

terms of Companies represented!
Technicia’s success story was very inspiring and proved to me that 
hard work would eventually pay off. I can remember vividly how eager 
I was to work with my father. In fact, just one day after graduating 
from university, in the summer of 1981, I was already in the company 
premises, asking my father to let me join the team!
I finally got the chance to work with my father and to follow in his 
footsteps to the best of my ability. Over the years, Technicia has 
expanded its portfolio and currently represents over a dozen respected 
principals in the fields of Chocolate & Confectionary, Flexible 
Packaging, Metal Decorating, Paper Making and Graphic Arts. 

We’d like your comments and impression of the skilled Egyptian 
workers/employees, their performance and interaction with the 
Management of your company. 
We have always relied on highly qualified Egyptian employees, which 
have been the backbone of the company’s progress and success 
for over 55 years now. Our company is divided into three main 
departments. 
The Paper Making and Metal Decorating industry department is headed 
by Mr. Magdy Boshra, a Mechanical Engineer who has developed 
very strong relationships not only with the top management of our 
customers in these fields but also with the production managers. The 
Paper Sales department is lead by Mr. Mohamad Gamal, a chemist 
with a vast experience in paper making, which comes in handy when 
it comes to advising our clients (converters and printers) on paper 
qualities to buy. The Chocolate and Confectionary department is 
headed by Mr. Nabil Aziz, a chemist with over 25 years of experience 
and a strong network of contacts within the field.
These engineers are all qualified to discuss technical problems and 
to troubleshoot with the Egyptian workers and production managers 
while also giving a clear picture of the situation to our principals abroad 
who are always fully updated and ready to step in when necessary. 
The same applies when clients want to invest in new equipment to 
face the challenges of the evolving market. Here again, the engineers 
can be extremely helpful as they are able to assess each client’s 
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needs, in order to update them with the latest technologies developed 
by our Principals and to help them choose the solution which best 
suits their customer profile.
Needless to say, their technical support, proactive approach and deep 
knowledge of the markets have rendered them an integral part of 
Technicia’s success.

How would your rank your company in the Egyptian market today 
and what are your plans for further expansion to other neighboring 
countries or towards Greece, your homeland? 
Technicia has continued to establish lasting business relationships, 
which are reinforced by the mutual respect and honesty that my father 
has always valued so highly. The strength of the company lies in its 
dedicated and experienced staff, as well as its history of representing 
reliable, high-quality suppliers worldwide. I am proud to admit that this 
combination has earned Technicia the reputation of being one of the 
most professional and trustworthy houses of agencies in the country.
The company’s success in the Egyptian market resulted in many of 
our Principals asking Technicia to look after their business interests 
in Greece too. This prompted my late father to open a Greek Branch 
in Athens, which started quite successfully. However the fact that the 
Egyptian market was growing at a fast pace resulted in my late father 
deciding to abort the operation and concentrate solely on the Egyptian 
market.
Technicia resumed some business activity in Greece when I 
personally ventured the Greek market, specifically in the field of Metal 
Decorating.  I was able to sell quite some printing lines to successful 
companies like Atlas Can in Athens, Kavala Can and Creta Can despite 
my relatively limited market knowledge. Along the way, I managed to 
make some very good friends in this field, all of whom had been - and 
continue to be - extremely supportive of me. 
Our targets at Technicia include not only venturing the Greek market 
more extensively in the future, but also representing more Greek 
companies and helping boost their sales in Egypt.

Egypt is considered one of the most attractive countries for 
investment in the Middle East. It has in place flexible laws and a 
potential for various sorts of investment. What would you suggest 
as the optimal business sectors for Greek businessmen and 
investors? 

     Greek companies could 
consider boosting exports or 
even investing in the Food 
and Drink, as well as the 
Agriculture sectors in Egypt.

According to BMI Research, a market research agency providing 
extensive tracking and commissioned research solutions, Egypt 
will see significant growth in the Food and Drink sector, relative 
to other countries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 
region.  In fact, BMI encourages countries to pursue expansion 
in Egypt because, according to their research, the total food 
consumption growth year-on-year (y-o-y) in 2015 will reach 
+13.5%, with a compound annual growth rate of +11.7% from 
2014 to 2019. From my personal experience, I have seen over the 
years that the yogurt and cheese industry is picking up in Egypt 
and that is a field in which Greeks have been very successful and 
may find a sizable market in Egypt.
I believe that Greece could help Egypt in the agriculture sector 
since both countries have similar climates most of the year. 
Greek agricultural companies could also consider exporting 
to Egypt as disposable income is expected to increase due 
to economic growth in the country. BMI forecasts an average 
annual household spending growth of 9.13% between 2015 
and 2019.

Egypt is Greece’s number 1 trade partner in the Arab world. 
Obviously there is room for more growth in this relation. As 
an experienced businessman, familiar with both countries, 
what are your vision and suggestions for further growth in 
this trade relation? 
Although I’ve only had the honor of being elected the President 
of the Greek Community of Alexandria since two months, I 
can already see so many opportunities opened to us Greeks 
to encourage our countrymen to join our efforts and to invest 
in Egypt. According to the Greek Ambassador in Cairo, Mr. 
Christodoulos Lazaris, there are currently 176 Greek companies 
in Egypt, [up from 106 in 2010], with Greek investments providing 
roughly 30,000 direct job opportunities in the Egyptian market2. 
There are numerous examples of very successful Greek 
investments in Egypt such as Pyramids, one of the leading Tissue 
Paper Mills in Egypt. Alexandria also has its fair share of Greek 
businessmen. The Vafiadis family is active in the offset printing 
field, while the Makris family owns a chemicals production 
company. Two Greek travel agencies are located in Alexandria; 
Nasco Tours  and Rhapsody are owned and run by the Gavalas 
and the Siokas families, respectively. I am sure that other Greek 
investors can follow their example as these companies all enjoy 
a very good reputation among our Egyptian friends and in their 
respective fields. 
There are still opportunities for Greek investment and bilateral 
cooperation. I believe it can be mutually beneficial to both 
countries to increase the trade links, be it in agricultural or 
industrial fields. There is a huge potential for Greek companies 
to invest in Egypt, which is still a growing market despite its 
ongoing recovery from the 2011 Revolution. The World Bank 
released a report earlier this year in which they stated that they 
expect that  “real GDP in Egypt will grow from 2.9% in 2014 to 
3.6% in 2105”.  Furthermore, the report forecasts an increase to 
3.9% and 4.0% in 2016 and 2017, respectively.  
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Overall, Egypt remains one of the few countries in the area with 
political stability and a very powerful and reliable army to protect 
it.  The fact that President Sisi is strongly promoting bilateral 
relations with Greece makes it a very important moment in time 
to strengthen the political and economic relations between the 
two Mediterranean countries. The recent and fruitful visits of 
President Pavlopoulos and Minister of Defense, Mr. Kammenos, 
last month with President Sisi & Mr. Sedky (Minister of Defense of 
Egypt) prove that this is already happening.  It’s more important 
now than ever to focus not on the past, but on the future.  It’s 
never too late to start a new venture. There is a Chinese proverb 
that says, “The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The 
second best time is now”.

We’d like to know your business model and the heritage and 
culture that you have developed throughout these six decades 
since your establishment. 
Technicia is essentially a Business-to-Business, service-based 
company.  Our purpose, as commercial agents, is to cater to 
customers’ needs while strengthening business relations, 
serving as a liaison between the suppliers abroad and the local 
companies.  We provide value to the international manufacturing 
companies by marketing and selling their products while 
building, maintaining and enhancing business relations in the 
area. We help bridge cultural and language gaps that may 
arise, and resolve conflicts if needed. In addition, we provide 
the international manufacturers with relevant commercial 
information, such as market size and trends, consumption, 
competition in the area, specifications required, and business 
opportunities available.  
We deliver value to the local businesses by serving as their local 
point-of-contact, by introducing new products and solutions, 
and by serving as an intermediary during sales negotiations. 
As mentioned earlier, our qualified technical engineers are also 
available to consult the customers on potential and upcoming 
capital investments and to troubleshoot any problems that may 
arise.
Although our sole revenue stream comes in the form of sales 
commissions from the principals abroad, my late father, 
Nicholas Papadopoulos, has always stressed the fact that both 
customer segments are equally important.  A reputable and 
trustworthy agent must maintain an objective outlook during 
contract negotiations and attempt to reach agreements that are 
win-win and that are looked upon favorably by both sides of the 
transaction. As you can imagine, this is especially important 
when dealing with customers who, although extremely 
successful and wealthy, still find it difficult to deal with large 
foreign companies.
My late father believed that compromising one’s moral ethics 
for additional revenue is shortsighted and will ultimately lead 
to a tarnished reputation. In fact, I always remember him telling 
me that “a good reputation takes years to build and only seconds 
to destroy”. This is a message that I carry with me to this day 
and that I have tried to pass on to my daughters and employees 

as well. That being said, my late father’s strong moral compass 
allowed him to establish a solid corporate reputation built on 
quality service, transparency, trust and customer focus. He firmly 
believed that in order to achieve long-term success, one must 
cultivate relationships that lead to future and, more specifically, 
repeat business. Much of Technicia’s past and current success 
is attributed to these values that my father instilled since the 
company’s inception in 1957.

As a second generation in your business, how do you see the 
continuity of this family business? 
For our family business to successfully transition from second 
to third generation, it is imperative that we put in place a 
succession plan. Although I cannot imagine my life without my 
work, it is important to take a step back and look at the future of 
the company. Ideally, five years from now I would like to give my 
daughters the opportunity to carry on the entrepreneurial legacy 
that my father left to me. However, as you can imagine, life gets 
more complicated as your daughters get married off one after 
the other!
I have always told my daughters that they can pursue anything 
that they are drawn to and I always avoided imposing anything 
on them. Regardless, two of my three daughters chose to work 
closely with me in the company over the last decade and I was 
able to share with them how I manage and run the company. 
One of them is in Cairo and still following up on the family 
business, while the other pursued her MBA in Barcelona in 
order to hone her interpersonal and managerial skills by adding 
to her business acumen. Life took an unexpected turn and she 
moved to Morocco shortly after graduation. However, I believe 
that every challenge presents an opportunity. We are discussing 
the possibility of opening a branch of Technicia to increase sales 
in the North African region run by my daughter and my new 
son in law, under my guidance. I guess only time will tell but I 
sincerely hope that I have inspired them, as my father inspired 
me, to take the reins and keep this company alive.  If not, then 
our Plan B will be in order. As Dwight D. Eisenhower said, “In 
preparing for battle, I have always found that plans are useless, 
but planning is indispensable”. 

You never know what life 
will throw at you but you 

can be prepared nonetheless 
even if things don’t turn out 

as you imagined.
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PANfloW

Panflow is a Real Estate Agency in Greece that provides any type of property 
someone would ask to buy, from single apartments to vacation homes and 
commercial buildings in any place in Greece�
At the same time, being also a construction company, we are able to design and 
implement a building, according to the needs and requirements of customers�
We would be interested to cooperate with Arab real estate Agencies in order 
to recommend properties for their customers that intend to buy property in 
Greece�

in addition, to the properties available, we are able to locate and provide 
property based on the customer requirements regarding the type and the 
desired location in Greece�

Contact Details:  

A: 3, papathymiou str�, 114 75 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 6990 205
E: info@panflowtrade�com
W: www�panflowtrade�com
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Kamal FOR Real-estate investments (KRi)

Kamal for real-estate investments (Kri) established in Aqaba-Jordan on 
Feb�05�2008, Mohammad Amin Kamal Heirs are the shareholders and 
managers of Kri�

the main objective of establishing this company was the current trend of family 
business and corporate governance, preparing for a family holding company 
for local and international Kamal Family Group-Jordan business, total assets 
exceeded 500K usd in 2014�

the Kamal Family Jordan stock portfolio is owned and managed by Kri, a 
prime location land located on new Mecca street in Aqaba was purchased in 
2008, near the uAe tourism project Marsa Zayed, and adjacent to Aqaba sheikh 
Zayed Masjid (Mosque), looking to establish a tourism family investment there�

Contact Details:  

A: p�o�box 38, Aqaba 77110, Jordan
E: bilal�kamal�jo@gmail�com
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HOROdinamiKi

since 1995 Horodinamiki has provided high quality services in complex projects 
with a remarkable interdisciplinary character, for public and private sector�

the company provides design and 
advice services at any scale of space design:

aRCHiteCtURe
• Hotels and tourist facilities 
• Bioclimatic and energy saving design
• Restoration
• Urban regeneration projects  

landsCaPe desiGn
teRRitORial and URBan PlanninG
develOPment PROJeCts
Real estate COnsUltinG
enviROnmental liCensinG 

Horodinamiki ensures to its clients 
a full service at any stage of the project:
• Final design and construction details 
• Presentation layouts and visuals
•  Detailed budget, specifications and  

tender documentation 
• Licensing
• Construction Supervision 
• Scheduling 
• Technical Advisory Services
• Project Management

    1995 – 2015  |  20 years creativity

Contact Details:  

A: 3, Agathoupoleos str�, 112 57 Athens 
T: +30 210 8670 066 E: ekarat@tee�gr W: www�horodinamiki�gr
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mORteK teleCOmmUniCatiOns ltd.

Mortek was established in 1968 and initially designed and manufactured 
Military radio communications equipment and broadcasting systems�

From 1993 onwards, Mortek focused on the Mobile & Fixed operators and 
the wider telecommunications market, supplying a wide range of telecom 
equipment & services� 

After more than 45 years of experience, MorteK is today widely acknowledged 
as a strong telecom system integrator and solutions provider, operating in 
Greece, romania, bulgaria, Albania, cyprus, Fyrom, and Malta, with continuous 
expansion in new markets such as the Middle east and the African countries�

  

MorteK’s product portfolio includes besides Antennas and passive materials 
(rF & power cables, Fiber optic cables, combiners etc), Microwave radio 
solutions (6-42GHz), e-band radios, Multiplexers, cell site Gateways, 
network switching devices, digital and Analogue repeaters (multiband-multi 
operator), dAs systems, as well as relevant network Management systems�

  

our turnkey services include design & planning, feasibility studies, installation, 
maintenance and training in wireless transmission and access networks based 
on 3G and lte technology�

MorteK is an iso 9001:2008 certified company and takes part in various 
national research projects in cooperation with top universities, research 
institutes and operators� 

please contact us for any telecom product and/or project inquiry�

Contact Details:  

A: 110, Agias Marinas str�, Gr - 190 02 peania, Attiki, Greece
T: +30 210 9408 601, +30 210 9408 602 
E: info@mortek�gr W: www�mortek�gr

NEW MEMBERS A.H.C.C.D.
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nYFC seCURitY

in 2001 nYFc security was established by a group of people with a rich 
background in design and implementing security� step by step we built a 
modern enterprise in the field of security services that would not just cover 
the basics, but would grow further to cover the whole range of the security 
concept�

the effectiveness shown by our company from its first steps was the “key” to 
an impressive entry to the market place and secured strategic advantage over 
our competition� 

the setting and security 
plans are based on 
specific risk scenarios. 
this is to conduct a 
safe event or the safe 
operation of a building 
or secure Vip persons, 
which determine 
the organization and 
functions required for 
the implementation of 
security operations� 

Our company is ISO 9001:2008 certified and maintains security Liability 
contracts that completely cover our customers�

Contact Details:  

A: 12 km n�r Athens-lamia, 144 51 Metamorfosi
T: +30 210 8219 097
f: +30 210 2028 608
E: info@nyfcsecurity�gr
W: www�nyfcsecurity�gr
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malliOnda s.a.

MAlliondA s�A� is a construction company with huge experience in 
electromechanical, industrial, energy and ship-repair projects, performing 
the construction, installation, repair and maintenance works and operates in 
Greece for 24 years�

the managers and staff are determined to turn MAlliondA s�A� into a leading 
construction company in the field� For this reason we are planning to expand 
to the Middle east�

our experience, knowledge and specialized personnel make our company 
reliable and trustworthy for industrial works�

malliOnda s.a. implements and maintains the following Quality standards:
• iso 9001:2008 – Quality Managements system
• iso 14001:2004 and cor 1:2009 – environmental Management system
• oHsAs 18001:2007 – occupational Health and safety Management system
•  iso 3834-2:2005 –  Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic 

materials

Some of our major clients are:
• Hellenic petroleuM s�A� (refineries)
• Motor oil HellAs s�A� (refineries)
• public poWer corporAtion s�A� (power generation company)
• Hellenic sHipYArds s�A� / tHYssen – Krupp Group (shipyards)
• Hellenic AirspAce industrY s�A� (Airspace industry)

Contact Details:  

A: 7, Vasileos Konstantinou str�, 151 22 Maroussi
T: +30 210 8050 055 f: +30 210 6122 166
E: info@mallionda�gr, mallionda@tee�gr W: www�mallionda�gr
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SAfE DooR

sAFedoor is a construction and exports company since 1988, that designs, 
develops and manufactures fire-resistant, radiation shielding, safety and 
soundproofing doors, with a certified iso 9001 quality system�

sAFedoor is the only company in Greece that has conducted fire tests for 
Fire rolling shutters, Fire doors and Fire curtains at internationally acclaimed 
european test institutes and owns 24 proprietary fire certificates�

project portfolio:
in 2013 the european center for nuclear research CERN 
in switzerland chose sAFedoor for manufacturing its 
specialized fire barriers for the tunnel of lHc� 

it has even designed and manufactured radiation shielding doors for nuclear 
medical laboratories of high radioactive intensity, up to 18 MeV�

Here is an indicative list of projects that sAFedoor has participated in:
Airports: Hellenic Aerospace industry, swissportat eleftherios Venizelos, 
Cargo Olympic Airways at Eleftherios Venizelos, Mykonos Airport, etc.
Public Buildings and facilities: AttiKo Metro - 15 stations, Greek 
parliament, n�c�s�r� demokritos, national Mint, over 150 schools, eletrical-
power plants, oAKA olympic indoor Hall,oAKA tennis center etc�
Commercial: iKeA, leroy Merlin, praktiker, carrefour, the Mall Athens (74 
stores and 3 parking areas), Golden Hall (77 stores), etc�
Hotels: ledra Marriott, Holliday inn, club Mediterranee, Mare nostrum, 
Grecotel, King George and more than 100 hotels around Greece�

the extensive know-how, flexibility, tailor-made 
solutions and the ability to meet diverse requirements 
with cost effective solutions have made sAFedoor 
the preferred supplier for all major Greek construction 
companies and recently abroad as well�

Contact Details:  

Marilena eftihidou – General Manager
A: 34th Km Athens-lavriou str�, Kalivia industrial park
T: +30 22990 47800 f: +30 22990 47688
E: info@safedoor�gr W: www�safedoor�gr
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PlAN ACT

plAn Act was founded with the aim of creating proposals with high aesthetic 
qualities� the subject of our business is kitchen furniture - bedroom wardrobes 
- bathroom furniture - wall compositions - office furniture and hotel furniture�

our production is Greek� discover plAn Act among the best international 
furniture manufacturers� Furniture with a unique design, quality in construction 
and culture�

plAn Act creates furniture compositions of high standards� We have a team of 
architects - decorators who care for the design and execution of each project� 
We deliver integrated solutions for professional areas�

plAn Act, with the experience of all these years of existence, has wisely 
developed each furniture category in which it specializes�

our philosophy is that every project we deliver, should be unique�

For further information, please visit our website www�plan-act�gr�

take a tour at design plAn Act, you too

Contact Details:  

A: 135, tatoiou str�, n� Kifisia, 145 64 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 6250 840
f: +30 210 6250 221
E: plan@plan-act�gr
W: www�plan-act�gr

NEW MEMBERS A.H.C.C.D.
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DoN Pol S.A.

don pol s�A� was established in 1975, aiming at the production and distribution 
of detergents and cosmetics products in the Greek market� today, after 37 
years of continuous development in the market, don pol is holding a leading 
position in both categories, strategically focusing in the production of private 
labels (delHAise, cArreFour, lidl, spAr, Metro etc)�

At present, don pol s�A� owns 
three production pines (cosmetics, 
detergents and chlorine products) close 
to the center of Athens, Greece, as well 
as warehouses of ready products with 
a total surface of 3500m2�

the production facilities are fully 
equipped with automated packaging 
lines, which combined with the 
specialized personnel guarantee the 
constant quality of all the products�

don pol s�A� complies with all the relevant european regulations and 
practices regarding the production processes, and all the products are certified 
by the Greek General chemical state laboratory and/or the Greek national 
organization for Medicines� the company is also certified by the Hellenic 
organization for standardization under the standard en iso 9001�

Contact Details:  

A: 86, iviskou str�, 136 77 Acharnes, Greece
T: +30 210 2467 670
E: info@donpol�gr
W: www�donpol�gr
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seeZ tRavel

the more you invest in travel, the more your heart opens and your mind grows� 
You add value to your travel stories� You share enriching moments with your 
loved ones� You create a lifetime of memories when you:

Seize your “time in-between”

As a travel design company we have a long standing history of working with 
clientele with discerning taste and high standards seeking luxury and access 
to the inaccessible� We have travelled all around the world many times over� 
We know, live and redefine the notion of what is possible: from the how, the 
what, the with whom, over many years to the smallest details� We recognize 
that time is the ‘new luxury’� 

We love creating unique experiences and long-lasting memories that evoke 
all of your senses and ensure that your leisure time is invested wisely�

We design customized, high-end travel experiences that include the best, 
the latest and the most exclusive from our very strong global network�

We add value to private and corporate events offering one of a kind concepts 
produced by our in house events management team�

We know Greece like the back of our hand� We love welcoming travellers to this 
beautiful country and help them experience it at its finest and most exclusive�

Seez Travel is one of the founding members of the Traveller Made global, 
network of travel design companies� Seez is the exclusive destination 
Management company in Greece for traveller Made, and preferred partners of 
Four seasons Hotels & resorts, luxury collection Hotels, Fairmont, raffles 
and others� With a strong global network and local connectors reaching over 
2,000 of the best hotels, resorts, exceptional villas, yachts, seez gives access 
to people, sites and experiences allowing our clients to live places in unique 
and very special ways� 

Seez Travel has one goal; to ensure your travel experience is truly exceptional� 
Whether you are planning a family holiday, honeymoon or city break, our travel 
designers will ensure that the time and money you invest in travel is well spent�

so let us help you seize your “time - in - between” and contact one of our travel 
designers at seez@seeztravel�com 

Contact Details:  

loNDoN A: 19, portland place W1b 1pX
T: +44 203 608 6916
ATHENS A: 78, Kifisias Avenue, 151 25
T: +30 210 6801 162 f: +30 210 6801 218
W: www�seeztravel�com
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ananKe sHiPPinG s.a.

Reengineering business

established in Athens in 2014, Ananke shipping s�A� is a commercial management 
shipping company focused on the global maritime sector� the company was 
formed by extremely qualified and experienced individuals, equally regarded in 
their respective fields for their integrity, as well as their achievements�

Ananke shipping enters the shipping market in a period where business 
reengineering is an utmost necessity� the company’s strategic imperative is to 
provide innovative solutions holding dear to maritime tradition�

Ananke is committed in building long-term client relationships� therefore, 
services are developed in partnership with clients ensuring high level of 
flexibility and unrivalled professionalism.

Ananke’s core business is to provide a marketplace for effective interconnection 
of shipowners and suppliers� in that, Ananke acts as a cargo & ship commercial 
operator and undertakes the responsibility to provide cost advantage to its 
client-partners, putting into action a breath of expertise, sector adaptability 
and international capabilities�

Ananke’s team strives to provide its clients with the best in class support in 
the markets where they operate� customized tactics are implemented to meet 
individual needs and deliver the flexibility that a modern business requires.

Contact Details:  

A: 4, roupel street, 145 64 Kifissia, Attiki, Greece 
T: +30 210 6252 392
f: +30 211 8007 806
E: ps@ananke-shipping�com
W: www�ananke-shipping�com
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At a time when the energy development in the wider black 
sea, Mediterranean and south east europe region is at its 
peak, the major multinational oil and gas event organiser ite 
Group plc, in cooperation with the exhibition organiser rotA 
sA, choose Athens to hold an event (exhibition & conference) 
of international outreach, which will become a herald of 
significant development both for the region and for Greece� 

recent discoveries of large hydrocarbon resources - 
particularly natural gas - in the offshore levant basin have 
the potential to significantly alter the supply-side forecasts 
for the eastern Mediterranean region� these discoveries have 
the potential to provide the necessary energy supply to meet 
growing regional demand and possibly even spur exports�

the black sea region also continues to be a highly 
prospective source of oil and gas both locally and for 
the rest of europe� As a potential transit corridor for gas 
transportation, the region could play an integral role in 
ensuring future security of supply for a whole continent� 
With new tendering opportunities on offer, further 
developments in both shallow and deepwater activities, as 
well as opportunities in onshore and offshore mature field 
developments, the surrounding region holds potential to be 
tapped with the right investments coupled with the right 
fiscal and legislative environment�

now is the perfect time to assess business opportunities 
in the region and international event organisers, ite 
Group and rotA are specifically creating a platform for 
local governments, nocs and iocs to meet investment 
and technology partners in the international exhibition 
and conference GlOBal Oil&Gas BlaCK sea and 
mediteRRanean that will take place on 23 - 24 
September 2015 at the Metropolitan Expo Exhibition 
and Conference Center in Athens, Greece�

this event will focus on the latest oil and gas developments 
in and around the surrounding countries of the black sea, 
east Mediterranean, ionian and Aegean seas, all of which 
will play a significant role in the regional security of oil and 
gas supplies� the event will bring together Government and 
Ministry representatives from various countries, directors 
of state oil companies, heads of international companies 
and the industry to discuss key regional and global projects�

in september 2015 athens becomes the centre 
of global energy development

Contact Details:  

RΟΤΑ s.a.
A:  4, Anthousas Ave�, 

153 51, pallini – Athens, Greece
T: +30 211 1801 801
W: www�rota�gr

Sectors of exhibiting companies include:
operators, engineering, procurement and 
construction companies, exploration companies, 
Geoscience technology and service companies, 
drilling and down hole technology companies, 
Maritime transportation, Well completion 
equipment and well logging companies, enhanced 
recovery system providers, oil and gas production 
technology and service providers, Facilities 
management companies, Maintenance and repair 
companies, electrical product and service providers, 
oil recovery product providers, Health, safety 
and environmental products and management 
companies, instrumentation and control technology 
companies, lifting equipment, crane and winch 
companies, lnG production technology companies, 
Marine equipment providers, pipeline product and 
service providers, pump, compressor and valve 
providers, tank and storage companies�

About the organisers

ite Group Plc. ite Group plc has 
an annual portfolio of over 230 
exhibitions and conferences in 14 
countries� ite’s oil and Gas division 
produces over 20 trade events all 

over the world, including many market leading 
shows� For more information about oil and gas 
events organised by ite Group plc, visit  
www�oilgas-events�com

RoTA S.A. rotA s�A� is the largest 
exhibition organiser in Greece with 

events focusing on various sectors, ranging from 
home furnishing to construction, plus many others� 
rotA also manages the largest exhibition and 
conference centre in Athens, Metropolitan expo�

MEMBERS’ NEWS
Special Edition
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sAlFo & Associates s�A� was established in 1994 in 
Athens� since its first steps the company’s management 
has adopted a business model of development based on 
extroversion and expansion beyond borders� the gradual 
exploitation of opportunities in new markets has made 
sAlFo the largest Greek engineering consulting firm, 
and a multinational group with a strong presence in 
the united Arab emirates, Qatar, saudi Arabia, oman, 
Azerbaijan, cyprus and eastern europe�

Via its professionalism, along with strong insistence on 
quality above and beyond conventional expectations, 
sAlFo has managed to create a unique brand name and 
a positive reputation in the Middle east, which is best 
reflected by the projects won by SALFO in the Middle 
east during the recent years�  

since the beginning of 2015 sAlFo has won two very 
prestigious projects in Qatar� the first concerns the 
provision of project Management services to united 
developers, for the design and construction of “place 
Vendôme”, a luxury development of 971,000 sq�m, at 
the beachfront of lusail city, Qatar’s new hub, located 
about 11 km from the center of doha� At a cost of $1�37 
billion, the mixed-use development will host two five-
star hotels, service apartments, up to 400 retail outlets, 
including an exclusive section with the most elite 

brands and will also feature leisure, entertainment and 
technologically advanced installations� the development 
will also include a canal running through it directly from 
the sea, to provide visitors a unique experience� drawing 
inspiration from the parisian district of the same name, 
place Vendôme will be reminiscent of the famous high-
end shopping street in paris and it is set to become a 
new destination for the region, planned for opening 
within the third quarter of 2017�

At the same time, sAlFo has been awarded by the Qatari 
public Works Authority a 2-year contract for the provision 
of construction supervision services for a programme 
of road works� the works comprise the construction of 
temporary and permanent roads within Qatar� the first 
two projects concern the improvement of roads around 
the isF camp and improvements to the e-ring road 
and najma street in doha� At full deployment sAlFo is 
expected to mobilise 44 engineers�
this is sAlFo which has not only succeeded in taking 
important international projects, but has also managed 
to consolidate its presence in the Middle east and create 
new jobs for Greek engineers� the course of sAlFo is the 
best proof that extroversion and entrepreneurship are 
two concepts completely intertwined� their combination 
together with solid vision and quality is the recipe for 
success, sustainable development and progress�

SAlfo’s success continues in 2015 
with two new major projects in Qatar

Contact Details:  

salFO & assOCiates s.a.
A: 11, Vouliagmenis Av�, 116 36 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 9210 080 E: info@salfo�gr W: www�salfo�gr
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“re/MAX ependisi Akiniton” (properties investment) 
was founded in 2003 and we operate with two offices 
one in Athens north & one in Athens south�

The purpose of our agency and of all our associates 
is to help each and every one of you, to buy or 
sell properly and quickly with the most favourable 
market conditions. 

since the beginning of its operation, our office ranked 
among the top 2 offices of re/MAX network in Greece�

We participate in various exhibitions concerning real 
estate abroad such as in dubai, Moscow and other cities 
in the future�

PROvidinG seRviCes  
FOR inteRnatiOnal BUYeRs

there is a law in Greece which entitles the citizens of Arab 
countries to get a residence permit for five years upon 
buying a property worth 250,000 euro or more (based on 
the law 4146/2013 for residence permit in Greece by real 

estate acquisition or strategic investment) and have the 
right to travel to all countries that require a schengen Visa� 
Also, they have the right to rent the real estate property and 
get an extra income out of it and if they keep the property 
for another five years in their ownership they continue to 
have the possibility of traveling to schengen countries�

our company provides real estate solutions on an “one 
stop shop” (such as law firm for VisA issuing throughout 
Greece, notary services, accounting firm for their 
tax statements and property maintenance services a 
renovation and relocation company, an energy consultant, 
etc)� We can offer the whole procedures/steps for issuing 
residence permits, when someone wishes to buy property 
in Greece� 

due to the fact that there is a big concern from Arab 
clients, we have already expanded in this sector and for 
this reason, we would like to cooperate with real estate 
Agencies in egypt, Jordan, tunisia, syria, Yemen, iraq, 
libya, for properties investment / acquisition�

An example of a real estate property which will satisfy the 
customers’  expectations is:

vOUliaGmeni - FOR sale - Residential aPaRtment
100m� from the seaside of the famous and luxurious 
Vouliagmeni gulf, we exclusively list a corner apartment of 
100 sq�m on the 2nd floor. Consists of big living room with 
fireplace, large terrace with sea view from the side� Also, 2 
bedrooms with wooden floors, 2 bathrooms, an extra room 
that can be used as a bedroom or an office or separate dining 
room, separate kitchen with exterior balcony� 

A property at high location with small price: 280�000 euros� 

distances from: Airport=20km, port=20km, Historical center 
of Athens-Acropolis=20km, seaside=100m, Market=1km�

Contact Details:  

RE/MAX Ependisi Akiniton
A:  56, Pentelis Ave., CP 152 34 Halandri, Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 6896 940 F: +30 210 6897 271 E: remax_hi@otenet.gr 
W:  www.remax-ependisiakiniton.gr/estatesite7en/index.jsp?, 

www.remax.gr/office/90?lang=en

RE/MAX Ependisi Akiniton 2
A:  15, Aggelou Metaxa Str., CP 166 75 Glyfada, Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 8942 444 F: +30 210 8945 064 E: remax_hi@otenet.gr
W:  www.remax-ependisiakiniton.gr/estatesite7en/index.jsp?, 

www.remax.gr/office/1048?lang=en	

Yiannis Ziavras, General Manager
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Home 
in Greece

Step 
to Europe

Contact Details:  

laW FiRm eFtHYmiOs G. navRidis & assOCiates
AtHens – bucHArest – pristinA - tirAnA
Head office: Athens: A: 21 Voukourestiou str�,106 71
T: +30 210 3601 020 f: +30 210 3604 298
Bucharest: A: eGnA law Firm, str� nerva traian, nr�3, bl� M101,sector 3, zip code 031041
T: +40 213 672248 f: +40 213 672371
E: info@navridis�com W: www�navridis�com

Greece is a dreamlike destination offering recently, due to legislative changes, the right to citizens of third countries 
to obtain a residence permit under the condition of acquiring a property worth 250�000€ in total� Following the 
purchase, the residence permit is issued for 5 years and can be renewed for as long as the property remains in 
the permit-holder’s possession�

this specific residence permit is issued to the citizen and members of his family, if he owns property in Greece 
personally or via a company whose shares belong entirely to him� the same type of permit can be issued for a 
citizen who has signed a time-share agreement for hotel accommodation for a 10-year period at least� 

our law firm’s experienced and specialised associates working in partnership with respected estate agencies, or 
directly representing property owners, can responsibly undertake to find a suitable property to meet the needs 
and desires of potential investors�

 in order to obtain the residence permit, we fully support our clients during all processes, such as searching the 
title deed for the property, preparing the contract, gathering necessary documents and submitting them to the 
competent authorities� our goal is to supervise the entire procedure from start to finish� 
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the holiday home and hospitality markets 
in Greece are unexplored and promising 
markets that have only very recently been 
opened to foreign investors� tourism 
remains a key driver for the Greek recovery� 
A new record is reported in international 
arrivals for 2014 at circa 22 million visitors 
with 23% growth rate� Whether it is pursuing 
an interesting return on a hospitality 
investment, or a safe bet in holiday property 
ownership with relatively high rental 
yields: the growing tourism trends and the 
developing investment friendly framework 
are paving the way for Greece to become 
a lucrative investment destination in 
high-end hospitality sector.

“Why rent when you can buy”, the dominant theme at dubai international Property show 2015 

the 11th international property show kicked off on 30 March 2015, at the dubai World 
trade centre, with participation of 130 exhibitors from 25 countries, among them 
and representing Greece was algean Property� the exhibition has emerged as one of 
the leading regional real-estate meeting platforms for developers, investors and regional 
and international companies working in this field� George eliades, managing Partner 
of Algean Property stated:“international investors are tapping into the unexplored Greek 
holiday home and hospitality markets which opened recently to them� We have had strong 
interest from new clients and we look forward to returning to the uAe again very soon�”

the Roadshow “time to invest in Greece” powered by algean Property
the international property show has shown a rapidly growing interest in investing in Greece� taking a step 
forward algean Property will run the Roadshow “time to invest in Greece” in Persian Gulf countries 
such as saudi Arabia, Quatar, uAe and others providing a unique opportunity for investors to gain market and 
investment insights to the promising Greek real estate market� invited attendants will be among the first to 
benefit from networking opportunities at the highest level, and discussions with the industry’s innovators and 
leaders will inspire and enlighten� A dynamic mix of session formats and speakers will ensure an extraordinary 
and memorable roadshow� 
• learn and gain insight into Greek economy trends
• extend international reach into a growing market
•  Gain expert insight into key real estate sectors and 

property hotspots
•  consultations about legal framework, taxation and 

investment environment

•  Gain privileged access to view exceptional villas in 
prime locations all over Greece

•  discover profitable developments and investment 
asset locations with high-performing tourism track 
records or potential

• evaluate market conditions

Contact Details:  

alGean PROPeRtY
Athens A: 78, Kifisias Avenue, 151 25, Greece T: +30 210 6833 304
london A: 19, portland place W1b1pX, uK T: +44 (0) 20 3608 6917
E: welcome@algeanproperty�com W: www�algeanproperty�com

Apply for the personal invitation to attend the roadshow, contact our team:
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innovative 
mobile 

package 
wastewater 

treatment 
plants

Contact Details:  

devise enGineeRinG s.a.
A: 67, Aiolou str�, 105 59 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 3211 040 & +30 210 3222 825
f: +30 210 3222 012
E: info@devise�gr
W: www�devise�gr

deVise enGineerinG s�A� has designed and engineered and is currently 
producing a new series of state of the Art Mobile Wastewater treatment 
plants by using Mbr technology� the effluent produced from these plants 
is suitable for many Water re-use applications including unrestricted 
irrigation, washing, WC flushing, industrial process water, etc.

based on this innovative design, deVise recently supplied to Qatar two (2) 
x 1�000 m3/d “Mobile stp’s” for multiple ‘emergency’ & ‘short-term’ uses 
around the country with the objective to re-use the treated effluent�

the Mobile stp (Mbr) consists of the following units and treatment stages:
1- Automatic pretreatment stage   
2- Aeration tanks (reactors)
3- Membranes bioreactor tanks (Mbr tanks)
4- Machinery room (containerized Fully Automated)

deVise enGineerinG s�A� can supply such mobile units in many capacities 
ranging from 50 to 1,000 m3/d, while multiple modules can offer plant 
capacities up to 10,000 m3/day�

Smart Water Solutions
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alWaYs FOCUsinG On YOUR FiRe saFetY

New Accreditation on fire safety

Mot proudly announces the results of 
the 5th successful fire resistance test 
that was performed on an accredited 
european laboratory� the roof rockwool 
panels of 60mm thickness (rr60) have 
been certified for resisting fire for  more 
than 45min� the test was in accordance 
with the harmonized european norms 
en13501-2:2007�

this new certificate comes to enrich 
our fire resistance portfolio (for 30 
min up to 180min)� As an added value, 
Mot’s rockwool panels have gained the 
highest ranking euro class A1 as non 
combustible, simply meaning that during 
a fire the panels will detain the fire and 
prevent  the emission of toxic gases�

Mot, always devoted to its partners, will keep investing on quality by providing 
products that can save lives and their assets� our expertise applied to a fully 
automatic continuous production line, qualifies Mot as “the confident choice” for any 
scale project� in Mot we target to exceed the current market’s expectations� thus, 
we will continue growing our business always serving our main principles:

• Focus on the production of rockwool panels� 

•  Focusing means specialty, 
                        and specialty leads to quality. 

Contact Details:  

MoT PANElS
A: 15th Km larissa -Agias, 400 09, larisa, Greece
T: +30 2410 975140-1 f: +30 2410 975139
E: office@motpanels�com W: www�motpanels�com
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liquid fertilizers, trace elements and bio-stimulators are currently recognized as the most advanced way of 
fertilization� ‘Threpsis’ liquid fertilizers are available in different types, addressing specific needs for varying 
types of crops and thus ensuring maximum profitability for the producer�
‘Threpsis’ liquid fertilizers, fully assimilable, widely applied, with phosphorus, nitrogen, potassium, calcium 
and Magnesium, boron, ‘Threpsis’ trace elements, ‘Threpsis’ bio-stimulators with Humic & Fulvic acids, algae 
bio-stimulators�

‘Threpsis’ crystalline fertilizers are produced after careful selection of only top raw materials of high purity, 
without chlorides or biuret, to ensure excellent solubility, low salinity and very high quality for maximum yield in 
all cultivations�
‘Threpsis’ water soluble crystalline fertilizers, full, balanced, with nitrogen, phosphorus, Magnesium and 
chelated trace elements, potassium and Magnesium�

our website, www�evyp�gr, contains all information regarding this innovative new series�

evYP llP proudly introduces ‘Threpsis’, 
its new range of liquid and crystalline high quality fertilizers  

produced from top quality raw materials� 

Contact Details:  

evYP llP- Greek products for sustainable agriculture
evYP llP – Greek industry of Hydrolyzed Protein
A: Α5 Street, Industrial Area of Thessaloniki, P.C. 570 22, Sindos, Greece
T: +30 2310 542151 f: +30 2310 541581 E: info@evyp�gr W: www�evyp�gr
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Athens, April 23rd, 2015 – tudor Hall restaurant, located on the 7th floor of the King George hotel, has received two 
important gastronomic awards, a ‘Golden chef’s Hat’ and the award of Greek cuisine�

tudor Hall with a grade 15�5/20 was awarded for the second year in a row with a ‘Golden chef’s Hat’� According 
to ‘Athinorama’ magazine, which is the organizer of this institution, the dishes curated by executive chef of Hotel 
Grande bretagne & King George sotiris evangelou and the chef de cuisine of the tudor Hall restaurant Alexandros 
Koskinas, lend harmony in flavor, symmetry in appearance and an emotionally loden Greekness that is distinct 
and expressive� With other words, it’s a benchmark for modern creative cuisine� 

the restaurant’s philosophy is to offer authentic Greek seasonal dishes with a modern twist, while a key element 
of differentiation is the use of fresh seasonal vegetables and raw materials�

its commitment is to provide excellent hospitality and customer service by offering authentic exceptional 
experiences� this award is an important recognition of all this effort�

King George Hotel, controlled by lampsa Hellenic Hotels s�A, 
subsidiary company of laskaridis group, is managed by starwood 
Hotels & resorts Worldwide inc�, one of the leading hotel and leisure 
companies in the world with 1,162 properties in nearly 100 countries 
and 171,000 employees at its owned and managed properties� 

starwood is a fully integrated owner, operator and franchisor of 
hotels, resorts and residences with the following internationally 
renowned brands: st� regis®, the luxury collection®, W®, Westin®, 
Le Méridien®, Sheraton®, Four Points® by Sheraton, Aloft®, and 
element®� the company boasts one of the industry’s leading loyalty 
programs, starwood preferred Guest(r) (spG), allowing members to 
earn and redeem points for room stays, room upgrades and flights, 
with no blackout dates� 

starwood also owns starwood Vacation ownership, inc�, a premier 
provider of world-class vacation experiences through villa-style 
resorts and privileged access to starwood brands� 

For more information, please visit www�starwoodhotels�com

Hotel King George receives ‘Golden Chef’s Hat’ and 
Greek Cuisine award from ‘athinorama’ magazine

Contact Details:  

KinG GeORGe HOtel
Contact Person:  christine papathananassiou, director of public relations
A:  Hotel Grande bretagne, syntagma square, 105 63 Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 3330 814 f: +30 210 3330 801
E: christine�papathanassiou@luxurycollection�com
W: www�luxurycollection�com/grandebretagne
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Contact Details:  

evGenidis tROFOs CO 
T: +30 210 8020 361 
E: sales@trofos�com 
W: www�trofos�com

GREEK 
ORGANIC 
DELICATESSEN 
MARKETPLACE 

www.trofos.com

business and corporate gifts are the perfect way to promote your 
company and an ideal way to say thanks, reward and motivate staff and 
customers�
show your appreciation with unique, gourmet baskets that are filled 
with specialty food items, beautifully presented and made to impress� 
there’s simply no better way to treat clients, employees, and colleagues 
than a business gift basket from trofos�com organic e-marketplace�
our gift baskets selection is filled with Greek gourmet delicacies, typical 
to the nutritional model of the famous Mediterranean diet�
trofos�com is committed to providing high quality and 100% natural and 
traditional products from all over Greece� 
choose from a range of gourmet gift baskets filled with delicious 
specialty foods, mouthwatering sweets, savory snacks and unique 
extra-virgin olive oil, as shown in the picture�
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Contact Details:  

PaliRRia s.a.
Contact Person: Mr� Arnoud oor, sales & export director
A: 2nd Km psahna - politika country road, 344 00 politika, evia, Greece
T: +30 22280 24735 f: +30 22280 24113 
E: aoor@palirria�com W: www�palirria�com

palirria presents a new product range called ‘Pasta Mia’, a selection of favorite italian pasta dishes� in our ambient 
‘Pasta Mia’ series we include 8authentic italian pasta recipes designed by a well-recognized and Michelin 
awarded chefand cooked with extra careby palirria� palirria has carefully selected pasta for each recipe to 
perfectly match with the sauce and has cooked sauces using the finest ingredients� the recipes preserved in a 
modern, superior quality container which meets modern consumers’ needs�

A delicious meal is around the corner with the ultimate collection of pasta Mia products which represent the 
authentic italian Pasta experience in a Bowl!

pAlirriA s�A� (www�palirria�com) was 
established in 1957 and is the biggest 
Greek producer and exporter of Greek and 
Mediterranean ready to eat meals and the No 
1 dolma (stuffed vine leaves) producer in 
the world� the company offers a wide variety of 
products including ambient ready meals (shelf 
stable) based on pulses and vegetables, 
italian ready to eat pasta dishes 
and frozenready meals� in total 
we have more than 100 recipes 
for over 240 labels distributed 
to retail and food service 
customers in more than 40 
countries around the world�
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l’Ymolà, the expert in advanced slimming treatments, has developed the eXtRa-slim Gel multi-minceur. 
A sophisticated and highly effective bodY contour Multi-sliMMinG treatment, based on an exclusive 
combination of powerful natural active ingredients of proven efficacy�

This innovative combination ensures the:
• Reduction of Stored lipids (lipolysis)
• Restriction of Sugars (glucose, which leads to “orange-Peel” skin
• Prevention of fat Storage (lipogenesis)
• Elimination of Water, Toxins and fat
• Skin Tissues Tightening

Having a targeted reducing action against:
• Stubborn Cellulite 
• fatty Deposits and 
• Slackening Skin

Results are visible: 
(1) Micro-circulation is improved
(2) the appearance of orange peel skin is refined 
(3) the skin is visibly firmer & smoother
(4) resistant areas are reduced and refined silhouette

Fresh and light texture, non-sticky, absorbs quickly� 

For more information please visit our website at www�lymola�com

Contact Details:  

CoSMEDEl SolE SHAREHolDER Co lTD.
Contact Person: Mrs Vasiliki Kolokotroni
A: 5, Fratti street, Koropi 194 00 Attica, Greece
E: vasiliki@lymola�com W: www�lymola�com
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in 1934 the brothers Homer and orestis colocotronis 
established in Greece 
“chromatourgia Athinon e� colocotronis bros sA”�
in succeeding years during 1950, the company  focuses 
resources towards establishing pharmaceuticals 
as its main activity and creating the trademark title 
“Adelco”�
1960’s Adelco introduces oM-or shampoo, the first 
shampoo to be produced and marketed in Greece, 
and also Adelco toothpaste, the first fluoridated 
toothpaste offered in Greece�
is expanding into other countries and supplies the 
markets of healthcare and well-being with a range of 
products exceeding quality and safety standards�

adelCO COsmetiC line
today, Adelco labs focuses on high quality standards, 
perfectly combining modern science with r&d and 
develops new products for Hair and body care, ideal 
for the whole family

adelCO PHaRmaCeUtiCals
Adelco circulates more than 60 pharmaceutical  
formulations for the treatment of diseases such as 
megaloblastic anemia, mental disorders, anxiety, 
insomnia, depression, hypertension, otitis media And 
also features non-prescription medications

OUR HistORY begins … 

PHaRmaCeUtiCals and COsmetiCs indUstRY

PHaRmaCeUtiCals and COsmetiCs

HealtH CaRe PROdUCts

the area of consumer products has been enriched 
with natural health products and dietary supplements�

Contact Details:  

ADElCo
E: info@adelco�gr 
W: www�adelco�gr, www�adelcokids�gr, www�newroots�gr
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EL-TRANSLATIONS 
is Awarded EN 15038:2006

Our company applies a management system in line with 
the EN 15038:2006 standard since March 2015.

This standard, put into effect by the 
European Committee for Standardization (CEN) in 2006, 

specifically addresses issues of quality within the translation industry.

To receive EN 15038:2006 certification, 
EL-TRANSLATIONS was audited by TÜV Hellas (TÜV Nord Group), 
an internationally recognized, independent certifying organisation. 

TÜV Hellas assessed EL-TRANSLATIONS on a variety of factors, including:

• Linguist and personnel qualifications
• Translation processes and workflows

• Quality management and project management
• Technical resources

• TSP / client communication procedures

Contact Details:  

EL-TRANSLATIONS
A: 2, Pentelis Avenue, 152 34 Chalandri, Athens - Greece
T: +30 210 6801 333, +30 210 6855 328 F: +30 210 6815 247
E: info@el-translations.com
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SKAG took part in “School and Office 
2015” exhibition on 25-27th April 2015 
which was held at MEC Paianias. 

We recorded a resoundingly positive 
result. Despite the current economical 
situation there was both a lot of traffic 
on our stand and great interest in all the 
new ranges and products that SKAG had 
to offer. 

Our new SKAG DECO range was a huge 
hit, as to date all products for decoupage 
and scrapbooking are imported and it is 
a rapidly growing segment in the market. 
Our special printing unit means that we 
are very flexible and therefore able to cater 
to the different needs of the consumer. 
Obviously our standard B2S range was 
also of great interest to our customers. 
We are expanding our ranges of products 
so that our customers can do a one stop 
shop and source most of their products 
from SKAG. 

“SKAG” 
@ SCHOOL & OFFICE 

EXHIBITION 2015, 
M.E.C. GREECE 

Contact Details:  

TH. C. SKAGIAS S.A.
Mrs Petroula Pateraki, Export Department
A: 4-6, Kolokotroni Str., 145 68 Krioneri, Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 8161 527 Μ: +30 6944 681667 F: +30 210 8161 607
E: exports@skag.gr W: www.skag.gr 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/SKAG-International/213005265389532?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/SKAG_Stationery
http://www.pinterest.com/theoskag/
https://www.linkedin.com/reg/join?trk=login_reg_redirect&session_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fprofile%2Fview%3Fid%3D161367936%26trk%3Dnav_responsive_tab_profile
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sound and Visual – K� papathanasiou s�A�, a leading company doing business in the area of support for conferences 
and related events in Greece, recently added to its equipment two barco W20 Flex Hd projectors and a sony Anycast 
touch Hd image console, as part of its commitment to invest in the most up-to-date audiovisual equipment� 

the image console has been used in various Award ceremonies, such as social Media Awards, tourism Awards 
and sales Awards, where our company was responsible for audiovisual equipment rental as well as technical 
support� through the touch console, moving backgrounds were changed between windows that projected 
corporate presentations, the projects rewarded and the live camera feed�

the projectors were used in conferences and events, such as european business Awards, ermis Awards and 
league of legends event, where all the videos were implemented in High definition Format and the luminosity of 
the projector needed to be high�

our continuous aim is to provide the tools and infrastructure that will allow our clients to hold a successful event 
or conference precisely as they have planned it, no matter how demanding or specialised its specifications are�  

in order to succeed in this endeavour, we offer:
• event planning and production
•  Audiovisual rental

• sound equipment
• projection equipment (plasma Walls, led Walls, Hd projectors, 
 plasma screens, led screens, image consoles) 
• lighting equipment
• interpretation equipment
• Voting systems
• computer equipment

• digital recording and transcription
• technical support
• Graphics, signage, scenery, stands implementation

New High-End Technology Equipment from 
sound and visual – K. Papathanasiou s.a.

Contact Details:  

sOUnd and visUal – K. PaPatHanasiOU s.a.
A: 12, Xanthis & posidonos, 144 51, Metamorfosi, Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 3838 597, +30 210 3805 459 f: +30 210 3847 446
E: rental@praktika�gr W: www�praktika�gr 
like us on www�facebook�com/papathanasiousA
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Space Hellas, one of the leading system integrators and Value-Added solution providers in telecommunications, 
information technology and security, expands its cooperation with Microsoft Hellas in the cloud domain, by 
signing an enterprise agreement for the resale of Microsoft Azure services�

space Hellas, already a certified Microsoft partner at the highest level for datacenter solutions, Management and 
Virtualization (Microsoft Gold partner), is leveraging bt’s global ip-based network to provide more secure and 
high performance connectivity to Microsoft Azure cloud� space Hellas is bt’s network partner in Greece, cyprus, 
Malta and serbia� through the state-of the-Art customer management center (Advanced service operation center 
- service desk) of space Hellas, which conforms to itilv3 processes and procedures, the ability to monitor and 
manage Microsoft Azure services on a 24x7x365 basis is given and a wide range of Managed services is offered�

Microsoft Azure is Microsoft’s cloud platform, which aims to transform the traditional data center, by offering 
the ability to provide flexible services, as well as, to support users who want to continue working from anywhere, 
with any device in a robust and secure manner�

the strategic choice of space Hellas to offer advanced services in the cloud and in hybrid environments through 
Microsoft Azure, covers a broad range of needs in the areas of platform as a service (paas) and infrastructure 
as a service (iaas)� the offered services include but are not limited to: virtual machines hosting on Microsoft 
Azure, user and group management in Microsoft Azure and hybrid environments, backup and creation of disaster 
Recovery sites. The connection to Microsoft Azure is also offered with a very strict Service Level Agreement 
capability based on bt’s global ip connect Virtual private network (Vpn) service, available in 198 countries and 
territories around the world� 

As stated by Vangelis chrisochoos, sales manager of Microsoft Hellas, “space Hellas’s decision to choose and to 
trust the Microsoft Azure services for its customers, it gives us great satisfaction� the collaboration demonstrates 
how Microsoft’s cloud solutions can offer solutions for every modern corporation, providing the necessary 
flexibility, security and speed they need for their effective functioning”.

According to the statement of socrates costicoglou, it, Applications and r&d director of space Hellas, “this 
cooperation is based on the common goal of the two companies, which is the development and promotion of 
innovative services, with high availability, multiple levels of security in an era shaped by mobility and immediacy 
in decision-making� these services keep operating costs low, help to increase business productivity and provide 
new ways of working and communicating”�

space Hellas, with 30 years of achievements in its track record, offers a broad portfolio of ict solutions and 
services, which include, among other, domestic and global interconnectivity telecom services�

space Hellas and microsoft Hellas 
announce their cooperation in microsoft azure services

Contact Details:  

SPACE HEllAS S.A. 
A: 312, Messogion Ave�, Gr-153 41 Ag� paraskevi, Athens, Greece
T: +30 210 6504 100 f: +30 210 6516 712
E: info@space�gr W: www�space�gr 
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our company, iKtinOs Hellas got the silveR aWaRd for the increase in exports sales in 2014 in the sAles 
eXcellence AWArds organized by Hellenic institute of sales� the ceremony took place in the opera House of 
Athens at the 1st of April 2015 where more than 500 companies and executives participated� 

our company iKtinOs Hellas s.a. participated with great 
success in the international exhibition COveRinGs 2015, in 
ORlandO Usa�  
our clients had the opportunity to see the Greek marbles we can 
provide them from our privately owned quarries :
Golden spider (exclusivity), nestos ( exclusivity), thassos, 
volakas
and also other Greek marbles such as: 
silver Grey, alivery Grey, levadia Black, Pentelikon, tinos 
Green, White sivec, lygourio Beige, santa elena, lydia 
Beige etc

You are very welcome to visit us in the following exhibition in May:

•  middle east stOne, dUBai - Uae BOOtH nO: d150 Hall saeed 18-21 maY
•  stOne+teC, nURnBeRG - GeRmanY BOOtH nO: 3-326 Hall 3 13-16 maY

Contact Details:  

iKtinOs Hellas s.a.
Contact Person: eng� Kostas protonotarios
A: 7, likovrissis str�, Metamorfossis, 144 52 Athens-Greece
T: +30 210 2826 825 M: +30 6948 870467 f: +30 210 2818 574
E: info@iktinos�gr, kostasp@iktinos�gr W: www�iktinos�gr 

www�arabhellenicchamber�gr
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180-182, Κifisias Avenue, 154 51 N. Psychico, Athens-Greece 

• Tel.: +30 210 6711 210, +30 210 6726 882, +30 210 6773 428 

• Fax.: +30 210 6746 577 

• E-mail: chamber@arabgreekchamber.gr 

• Website: www.arabhellenicchamber.gr




